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Questions

How do stocks interact within a market?

How do different stock markets interact?



Key words for today

Scalefree network 
of stocks

Synchronization 
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Volatility and 
fluctuation of stocks 
and stock markets



Stock Market as 
Network
The US Stock Case Study



Stock Market as Network
A Simple View

Node = Stock

Edge = Connection of a pair of stocks having a “correlation’’

Depending on the way “correlation” is defined, different networks 
can be constructed for different contexts.

But definitions of nodes 
and edges can be abstract 
to produce networks for 
specific applications.
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Network

Time series can be:
Closing price pi(t)
Price return ri(t)
Trading volume

Edge Definition:
Cross correlations are used to determine connectivity.

where xi is the stock price of stock i. If cij > ρ, for example, we connect stock i and 
stock j, i.e., winner-take-all connection criterion.



Example: closing price



US Stock Market Network

We consider full network.  No trimming or reduction.

Data Set 1: All US stocks that are traded between July 1, 2005 to August 30, 2007. 
Total = 19,807, out of 51,835 US stocks.

Data Set 2: All US stocks that are traded between June 1, 2007 to May 30, 2009.

Closing prices, price returns and trading volumes are considered.

Time series are analyzed.

Edge Definition:
Cross correlations are used to determine 
connectivity. If the time series of two stocks 
are “highly correlated”, they are connected.



It’s scalefree!

C.K. Tse, J. Liu and F.C.M. Liu, “A network perspective of stock markets,” Journal of Empirical Finance, vol. 17, pp. 659-667, 2010.

For ρ = 0.9

Degree distribution:

Scalefree:



or just regular

The power-law degree distribution 
holds better for large cut-off  (e.g., 
ρ = 0.9) and becomes blur as ρ 
decreases, which is again 
consistent with the fact that the 
network becomes effectively more 
fully connected as ρ decreases. The 
fitting error is a useful parameter 
to measure how “scalefree” the 
distribution is.



Network from Closing Price data

Network from Price Return data

Network from Trading Volume

Network Parameters



What does it mean by being scalefree?

Stocks having close resemblance with a large number of 
other stocks are relatively few. 

Thus, the stock market is essentially influenced by a 
relatively small number of stocks.

We may introduce an index that reflects on the 
performance of the stock market based on a small 
number of stocks that have a relatively high number 
of connections. In other words, an index can be 
defined by the stocks of high degrees.

(Market capitalization formula)



Interim Conclusion: Small is influential

Who are the most influential?





Fluctuation and 
Network 
Dynamics
Disrupting scalefreeness!



Network Dynamics

We consider a window of time and take snapshots of the network as time goes.  

Data used in this part of study are from the Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P500) stocks 
that were traded from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2004.
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Our task is to

find the link between 

network’s phenomena:

Scalefree network
Measure: fitting error

market’s phenomena:

Market fluctuation
Measure: volatility



Market Fluctuations

Market Index: measure of the overall 
market performance

S&P 500

Dow Jones

Nasdaq and etc.

Average Index Volatility (AIV): fractional 
change of the average index values 
between two consecutive time windows



Average Index Volatility (AIV)

S&P500 index

Standard deviation of
S&P500 index (StdI)

Average index volatility of
S&P500 index (AIV)

Low passed
average index volatility of
S&P500 index (AIV’)



Standard deviation 

is highly correlated 

with AIV’



Based on closing price Based on price return

Network 
properties vs 
market 
fluctuation



AIV’ and fitting error



Fitting error is a measure of “scalefreeness”

Volatility is highly correlated to the loss of scalefreeness.

Details of statistical analysis:  Liu, Tse and Ke, Quant. Finan. 2009

Interim Conclusion: 
Fluctuation lessens scalefreeness!
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Connecting the 
Markets
Synchronize or get panic!



Markets as “nodes”

Node: Market

Edge:  Similarity between markets

Take 20 working days of index closing values
Approximately one month of data
Calculate Pearson’s correlation between markets

This is defined as the EDGE WEIGHT



Network of Markets

32 countries (each represented by an index)



Market Benchmark : Index

Each market is 
benchmarked by its 
index, which represents 
collective behavior of the 
stocks within the market.

US:  Standard & 
Poor 500

Hong Kong: Hang 
Seng



Distribution of Correlations

496 correlation values 
between each pair of 32 
stock market indices

Correlation values range 
from -1 to 1

Right skewed Pearson’s 
distribution



Snapshot of Global Network

Window starting on Aug 28, 2008 to Sept 17, 2008

Correlation threshold = 0.85 (connect only if  ≥ 0.85)



Dynamics of Network

• To capture the dynamics of the network
• 1000+ windows with size of 20 days
• Window shifts one day per movement
• Starting from March 2004 until April 2009





Dynamics of Correlation 
Distribution

A plot of correlation distribution in 280 consecutive windows
Transform between right skewed Pearson’s distribution and random 
distribution



Dynamics of Node Connectivity

Node Strength = Average edge weight of a node



Network Synchronization

Network Synchronization = Average edge weight of all nodes



Challenge is to find the link



Domestic Comparison

Node strength is 
highly correlated 
with the volatility of 
corresponding 
market index

...

s: node strength
r: price return
μ: average closing value
σ: volatiliy



Global Comparison

Network synchronization is 
highly correlated with the 
volatility of world market index 
(MSCI AC World Index)





Additional information

How individual market interact with the world?

Hang Seng

Nikkei



Conclusion

Using a network perspective can enrich 
understanding of systems. Challenges: 

how to identify nodes and connections
how to link physical phenomena with the 
network properties

For the stock network problems we are 
dealing with here,

network provides useful clue as to the 
interaction of stocks within a market:

scalefree structure implies strong 
influence of a small group;

network structure is related to its 
dynamical change:

scalefreeness disrupted at times of 
fluctuation 

it also provides clear connection of the 
behavior of the different markets:

get panic and be synchronized!



It’s always your perspective that determines 
how much you understand.


